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Rabia Aslam moved to the city with her family in 2014, learned Chinese in less than a year, and fought through discrimination. The CityU graduate is now working to help others in the ethnic minority ...
Pakistani engineer overcame racism, sexism, language barrier in Hong Kong to succeed in STEM
engineering, management and business studies complemented by humanities and social sciences, and to assist Hong Kong's socio-economic development. In just over 30 years, this young and high-achieving ...
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Two State Key Laboratories are housed at CityU, one for Terahertz and Millimeter Waves and one for Marine Pollution, and one Chinese National Engineering Research Center: the Hong Kong Branch of ...
City University of Hong Kong
Higher Education from Cambridge University Press offers ... Our textbooks cover many subjects across Science, Engineering, Mathematics, Medicine and Nursing, the Humanities, and the Social Sciences.
About Higher Education from Cambridge
To prepare him for university, his parents sent him to an international high school in Beijing, where he said many students aimed to attend a US higher education institution. "The university was ...
Visa curbs, virus challenge Chinese students in the US
5 Departments of Chemical Engineering and Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics, Columbia University ... and film compositions over different length scales, thereby offering a higher complexity in ...
Self-organization of nanoparticles and molecules in periodic Liesegang-type structures
Students experience harassment and intimidation from classmates for criticising China’s government, Human Rights Watch reveals ...
‘They’re being watched’: Chinese pro-democracy students in Australia face threats and insults
Their study has expanded the knowledge on the microorganisms' motion and provided inspiration for robot engineering design ... from City University of Hong Kong (CityU) has discovered that ...
Discovery of ray sperms' unique swimming motion and demonstration with bio-inspired robot
Since then, NFT activity has been grinding higher reaching $78 million ... teaches young people about Science Technology Engineering Art Mathematics (STEAM) and outer space. One of J-P’s most ...
The Rebirth Of NFTs: Moving Beyond The Initial Hype
The College has become more accessible to students from a wide range of backgrounds, the Pritzker School of Molecular Engineering has brought applied ... Zimmer was a mathematician. It was as a ...
How President Robert J. Zimmer built the future of UChicago by affirming its founding values
When, in high-stakes professional soccer matches, penalties are missed, psychological factors such as anxiety under stress, commonly referred to as choking under pressure, are invoked. In a study ...
Psychology Today
Lead corresponding author, Professor Joanne Etheridge, Director of the MCEM and Professor in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering ... of China and the Hong Kong Research Grants ...
New research shine light on perovskite solar cell performance
Interest from non-EU workers in low-paid UK jobs is failing to make up for a 41% decline in interest from European workers since 2019, with jobs in food, hospitality, childcare and retail ...
Brexit vote five years on: Europeans’ interest in UK jobs has collapsed
SThree, which helps firms fill science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) roles, said that second quarter net fees have increased by 22% on a year ago, and are 8% higher than in the same ...
Hiring boom helps lift net fees for recruitment group SThree, as firms seek life sciences and tech staff
He is the Executive Director of the Baltimore Robotics Center, which focuses on teaching students about robotics and STEM – Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics - with the goal of ...
Think Systems’ Ed Mullin Named Influential Marylander by The Daily Record
Rabia Aslam still remembers how she felt when she walked into her university's orientation for biomedical engineering students four years ago. The Pakistan-born 24-year-old recalled looking around at ...
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